


Hello and nice to meet you! You  now have a very exciting guide 
that will take you through 25 different boudoir outfit ideas for your 
experience. 

The beautiful thing about boudoir is there is no proper outfit. 
There is no perfect image, and it is not for a specific type of person. 
You can wear anything from a wedding veil to a white bedsheet. 
This guide will give you some inspiration. 

Bonus: We’ve put a few of my favorite tips on how to approach 
your photo/video shoot. You definitely want to check these out. 

And if you have any questions at all shoot me an email at: 
gitneckid@gitneckid.com.

Welcome



Boots are like the sexy step sister to heels. So fun, so playful. It can 
be a sexy pose to be pulling them on ready for a night out. You can 
wear them with a dress or with lingerie.

1. Boots



Congrats on your wedding! A lot of people think bridal boudoir 
pictures means your veil is the focal point. Not true. There are so 
many different white pieces you can wear to get the bridal look 
without any of the cheese.

2. Bridal



The garter is the perfect accessory to match with your bridal 
lingerie. They are going to be slipping it off with their teeth come 
wedding day so it is a playfun hint at what is to come.

3. Garter



This is a huge favorite! It is so versitle. The button up shirt look 
has a feel of waking up late on a sunday and tossing on a favorite 
shirt of your partner’s. It can be tame all the way buttoned up or 
spicy pulling it open, taking it off, or letting it lay so it just barely 
covers you.

4. Button Up Shirt



It's ideal to start photoshoots in a cocktail dress because it can tell a 
story of the first part of the date. When the page turns and you are 
unzipping or sliding it off it is a beautiful suggest for what we can 
expect in the next few pages! It is also a great to ease into the shoot if 
the idea of shooting in lingerie still intimidates you (which it does for 
most!)

5. Cocktail Dress



What every happened to corsets? We get it, you can’t breathe 
in them, but WOW do they look amazing in photos. They are 
incredible flattering on every body type and give off a subtle role 
play vibe that can really add to the mood of your shoot.

6. Corset



Some people really love lacy lingerie, some really love casual 
fridays and some love both. The crop top can do wonders for your 
shape and it is so suggestive. Play around with ones that are 
loose, tight, cut out in the back and various lengths. We think you 
will find something you really like.

7. Crop Top



These really work for a specific style. It is isn’t for everyone, but 
can definitely add some fire to your outfit with the right heels and 
garter belt!

8. Fishnets



Nine out of ten women have no idea how to put these on. This is 
pretty similar to groomsmen trying to put on a tie at their friends 
wedding. When garter belts are paired with stockings and heels 
they can add a few inches to your legs. 

9. Garter Belts



A classic. Heels do so many things. They make your legs look 
longer, tone up your calves, help your posture, and add an extra 
layer of sex appeal to almost any lingerie outfit. Even if casual is 
your thing it is still recommend bringing at least one pair. 

10. Heels



These usually come with a beautiful pattern all the way up to your 
neck line. This is perfect if you are looking for something more 
modest. 

11. Halter Bra



Everything old is new again. High waisted bottoms were popular 
back in the 70’s. They look SO amazing in pictures. They have a 
way of slimming the stomach and the cheekie bottoms create an 
amazing curve on your bum to really highlight your assets.

12. High Waisted



Jeans are another one of those more everyday outfits that you can 
make sexy and suggestive by unzipping them in a photo or doing 
a picture with only the pants and no shirt on. Jeans can give a girl 
next door character that is super playful.

13. Jeans



Let’s get real for a second. Jersey’s are designed be worn over pads 
and large men and nothing about them will flatter your curves. If 
you HAVE to wear a jersey during your shoot, get a fitted t-shirt 
with the teams logo. This will fit better and be much sexier.

14. Jersey



We love them because they are really unique and have great 
wow factor. You can get creative with this and find unexpected 
things that specifically show off your favorite bits.

15. SEE THROUGH ITEMS



It can be hard to style an outfit that isn’t just a bra and panties. 
Robes can give the idea of lounging around the house, they can be 
playful to slip off or can even be worn without a bra undreath to 
add something to the imagination.

16. Robes



Stockings, heels, garterbelt... they all add up to the same thing. We try 
to do at least one outfit every session that is dressed to the 9’s. Feel free 
to get something outside of the standard black. Get something with a 
tiny pattern in it or something with a design over the thigh. Be careful 
not to get a size too small. This will squeeze in your thighs and they will 
have a harder time staying up.

17. Stockings



This is what we most commonly start off shoots with because it is 
playful, it gives your hands something to do, it is suggestive and 
there is something about pulling clothes in all different directions 
that is so sexy. 

18. Off The Shoulder Sweater



Body suits or two-piece sets, these are the most underratted lingerie 
there is. They are incredibly flattering on all body types. There are a 
million different designs for how they cover you and they are more 
versital than you would think. 

19. Rompers & Teddys



This is definitely a great idea because the line between playful 
and sexy is exexciting. If you have an idea let us know, because 
these photos can be better in some cases than the other options 
laid out in this guide. 

20. Themed



This is another casual option to start off your shoot with. There 
are a million poses you can do with a t-shirt a shot of you taking 
it off makes the perfect transition to show the next outfit on the 
following page of your album.

21. T-Shirt



This is such a favorite of so many women beacuse it is the ultimate 
“leave a little to the imagination.” You can appear completely naked 
while revelaing less than most pictures in typical lingerie. The 
white sheet is usually one of the final “outfits” and it ends the 
session with a bang.

22. Bed Sheet



Glasses are a fun little accessory. Nerds are sexy and it can be a 
fun character to jump into for a few pictures.

23. Glasses



Nude is totally an outfit option. Bare it all or cover up with fabric, 
hands, or whatever else is around. This is completely up to you to 
do nude shots and how much you want to show. Whatever you 
answer is fine.

24. Nothing



You are the most important thing in these pictures, and too many 
accessories can be a distraction. That said a few peices here and 
there can really bring an outfit together or they can BE the outfit! 
Feel free to bring necklaces, bracelets or body jewelry you think 
would add to your photos!

25. Jewelry



Shooting Tips
1. Focus on Having Fun
Focus on having fun, not on how to look perfect – that’s your photographer's job. If you're having a great time, that will show through in 
the photos. Having a good time is sexy!

2. Visualize
Visualize yourself having a great time before the shoot even begins. Take a few minutes out of each day leading up to your shoot to imagine 
yourself, out on the floor, doing what you do, feeling sexy, everything going smoothly, then seeing the photos and loving them. Get as 
specific as you can: the more you visualize, the more you'll be ready!

3. Get Inspired
Look at your favorite magazines, films, models, lingerie store, art, etc to begin recognizing your personal style - what do you think is sexy? 
This will help you communicate with your photographer and make your shoot go more smoothly.

4. Give It All You've Got
Bring your sass, confidence, and power. Be open. The best shoots work with clients who don't hold back.

5. Be Sensual
Use your senses during the shoot to make yourself feel sexy. Taste your favorite wine. Wear your best perfume. Compose the perfect outfit 
that makes you feel like a vixen. Listen to songs that turn you on. Do whatever you need to do to make you feel hot!

6. Be Silly
As soon as you start embracing your silliness, all shyness goes out the window. Be a ham! Goof off and have fun! Test yourself to see how 
outrageous you can be – it is easier to have to you "tone down" rather than "fire up". Go for it!

7. Embrace Your Movement
Don't know how to pose like a model? Then don't! Be natural! Move in ways that make you feel sexy, and keep it different for every shot. 
Do you know how to flirt? Have fun with your session, "flirt" your way to those perfect shots.

8. Remember Why You're Here
Simply being in front of a camera is sexy - it’s powerful and vulnerable at the same time, and if you keep in mind what you plan to do with 
these photos, you'll be even more driven to do your best.

9. Become an actress
Don't feel particularly sexy today? Put yourself in a new character - be your favorite sexy movie actress, celebrity, or model - imagine 
whatever you need to get that sexiness flowing.

10. Be Yourself
If acting it isn't your style, be who you are (that's usually the best route!) Be comfortable with who you are, in the moment. Don’t wait 
around to lose a few pounds or change your hair color -- embrace the you of today! You are sexy and beautiful exactly as you are.

http://www.eberjy.com
http://www.yandy.com
http://www.nordstrom.com
http://www.forloveandlemons.com
http://www.agentprovacateur.com
http://www.lagentbyap.com



